2020 Tribute Gifts

Anonymous in honor of Martha Aldridge
Anne Arnesen in honor of Luella Allen
Gail Allen & Jeff Hoerning in memory of Mary A. Allen
David Anderson in honor of Judy P. Anderson
John Sheski & Cathy Donaldson in honor of Stacy Anderson
Carl Schroedl in honor of Rebecca Andresen
Janice Zmazek in memory of Stephen L. Arnold
Barbara McCall in honor of Allen Arntsen
Jennie Ballweg in honor of Charleen Ballweg
Christopher & Linda Barker in honor of Joan Barker
Russell Bartlett in honor of Kathryn Bartlett
Tara Camfield in honor of Richard J. Bauhs
Patricia Wilker in honor of Wilker & Turner Bayer
Anonymous in honor of Susan Becker
Anonymous in memory of Thelma Benck
Bonnie Benson in memory of Rodney Benson
In memory of Flora Berbee
  - Gregory & Tanna Walsh
  - Patrick & Cathy Wolf
Jay Brenden in honor of Eric Biessman
In honor of Callan Bird Bear
  - Anonymous (2)
  - Tracy Henning
  - Diana Hess
  - Jerry Jordan
  - Christina Klawitter
  - Mitchell Patton
  - Karen Schrader
  - Becky Smith
  - UW School of Education
  - Jeffrey Wunderlin
Hannah Strey in memory of Geraldine Birkholz
Anonymous in honor of Bookies
Joanna Van Handel in honor of Judy Brown
In honor of Vicki Brown
  - Ted Crapp
  - Pat Fagan
  - James & Signe Fagan
  - Michael Fagan
  - Steve Garczynski
Elizabeth Helland
Richard Klemm
JoAnn Kollath
Roger & Dolores Nicolai
Remagiment Advisors
John Umhoefer
Kira Loehr in honor of Mike Buckley
In memory of Nancy Buckwalter
    Jane Amberg
    Ellen Hebron
    Teresa & Lori Mertens-Pellitteri
Beth Neary in memory of William Bula
Acacia Latka & Nicholas Uphall in memory of Irene Bulgerin
Anonymous in memory of Jeanne Burger
Thomas Burton & Tracy Ashfield in memory of Margaret Burton
In memory of Mary M. Burton
    Catherine DuPont
    Jerry & Cynthia Klabacka
In memory of Susan Byrns
    Sheryl Jordan
    Sue & Gary Loertscher
Cheryl Daniels & Michael Rosenberg in memory of James W. Cain
Stephen & Susan Carpenter in memory of Paul Carpenter
John Carrier in memory of Karen Carrier
Mary Bumann in memory of James D. Carson
Nancy Beck in honor of Arlys Caslavka
Susan Clifford in memory of Nancy Chang
Sally Christie in honor of Sam Christie
Deanna Moris & Jim Moris in honor of Andrew Clarkowski
Joseph & Barbara Corry in honor of Martha Corry
Ann Niedermeier & Donald Chambers in honor of Eugene J. d'Aoust
Anonymous in honor of their daughter
Howard & Judith Landsman in honor of Tom A. DeChant
Lucy Dechene in memory of Domenica DeChene
Anonymous in honor of Janet Deffner
Marjorie DiMaggio in memory of Simon DiMaggio
Katherine Naherny & Roger Ganser in honor of Barb Dimick
Sandra Dolister in honor of James S. Dolister
Anonymous in memory of Mary J. Dresen
Jean Druckenmiller in memory of Howard S. Druckenmiller
Dale Dull in memory of Betty Dull
William Duter in memory of Rex & Ann Duter
Joyce Eberhart in memory of Wilbur L. Eberhart
Deanna Moris & Jim Moris in honor of Tana P. Elias
Phyllis Elliott in honor of Adelaide Elliott
Sharon Harrison in honor of Mary Erikson
Don Jones in honor of Jean E. Espenshade
Norma Busser in honor of Mary Fahndrich
John Fedele in memory of Lavina Fedele
Anonymous in memory of Gene A. Fell
Marilyn Somers in honor of Ariel Y. Ford
Daniel Douglass in honor of Signe Frank
Stephanie Dega in honor of Marie Fraser
Friedemarie & Thomas Farrar in honor of Gisela Freytag
Rachel Friedman in honor of Anita Friedman
Julia Hunter in honor of Eve J. Galanter
Thomas Van Oosbree in memory of David Geier
Julie & Jason Mascitti in honor of Eileen Gilbert
Jenny Higgins in honor of Atticus Gillespie-Higgins
Janelle Tonsager in memory of Betty Goettsch Gruber
Marie Gollon in honor of Toby Gollon
Anonymous in honor of Margaret Gores
Dennis & Susan Cramer in memory of Ruth & John Gothner
William Grahn in memory of Georgia A. Grahn
Wendy Weber in honor of My Grandchildren
Karen Holden in honor of Jayne B. Grant
Anthony Greig in memory of Lu Greig
Amie Goldman & David Gunderson in honor of Lucie Gunderson
William & Alexandra Dove in honor of Brian Hagedorn
Randi Leeder in honor of Ony Hanewall
Suzanne Coutre in memory of Ann S. Hanson
Kewal & Neeta Saluja in honor of healthcare workers
Edward & Corrine Prendergast in honor of Corrinne Heath
Nadia Riese in honor of Richard Heinemann
Ariel Y. Ford in memory of Fannie F. Hicklin
Jennifer Rodis in memory of Martha Hubbard
Steve & Nancy Gloe in memory of Elizabeth Infante
Lisa Grueneberg in honor of John Johannesen
Carey & Christopher Lee in memory of Ronald J. Kaczmarek
Zoe Faivre Werth in honor of Deborah Kades
Nancy Kaiser in honor of Jim Kaiser
Norma Busser in honor of Nancy A. Kaiser
Kevin Wyne in honor of Carol Kane
Murray & Susan Katcher in honor of Lilah Katcher
Patricia DiBiase in memory of Judith A. Kaylor-Klehr
Lorrie & Jack Heinemann in honor of Mary Jo Keating
The Kruse Company Realtors in honor of Pam Keiner
Lester Ludwig in memory of Paula Keller
Amy Mertz in memory of Rosemary Kendrick
Monica Jaehnig in memory of Marna King
Anonymous in memory of Edwin H. Klehr
Anonymous in memory of Judith Klehr
Catherine Sanders in memory of Irene Klodd
Peter & Linda Krug in memory of Elizabeth Krug
Ryan Pewowaruk in honor of Amanda Kruger
Robert Stein in memory of John J. Kurila
Mary Grace in honor of Elaine Lasecki
Mary Grace in honor of Lambert Lasecki
Carey & Christopher Lee in memory of David Lee
In honor of Marian H. Lefebvre
  Linda & Keith Clifford
  Mary Jo Howard Croake
  Elizabeth Harper
  Thomas & Andrea Isenbarger
  Kirk & Maribeth Malnor
  Vada Mayfield
  Andreas & Susanne Seeger
  Ken & Kristine Thompson
  Karen Tuffli
  Patricia Wirtz
Jane Lewis & Paul Nelson in memory of Dawn Lewis
Marj Pope in honor of Library Home Services
Char Lodl in honor of Tom Lodl
Ellen Karlson & Joseph Long in memory of Ian R. Long
Stewart Macaulay in memory of Jackie Macaulay
David & Jennifer Beard in honor of Gary W. Mach
In honor of Madison Public Library Staff
  Carla & Michael Di Iorio
  Amy Gilliland
Claire Mangasarian in memory of Olvi L. Mangasarian
Jeanne Marshall in honor of Chuck Marshall
Pamela Martin in memory of Joe Martin
Barbra Van Rossum in honor of Melissa Martin
Barbra Van Rossum in honor of Patrick Martin
Aud Matland in memory of Richard Matland
Alfred McCoy in memory of Margarita McCoy
Amy Mertz in memory of Ron McCrea
Dan & Alice Gould in honor of Meadowridge Library Staff
Valerie Shatavsky in honor of Caroline Meikle
Roy Meyer in memory of Mabel J. Meyer
Barbara Spierer in honor of Sue Milch
Lisa Miller in memory of Marilyn Miller
Gordie & Betty Amick in memory of Lester and Vera Moe
Catherine Antczak in honor of her mother
Janet Neurauter in memory of Dolores Neurauter
Molly O’Connell in memory of Tedd O’Connell
James Giese in memory of Anne Marie Olap
In memory of Judith P. Olson
  John & Margaret Johnson
  Katherine Naherny & Roger Ganser
  Cynthia Regan
  Dawn & Kyle Stiegert
James Giese in memory of Anne M. Olup
Daniel Sklansky in honor of Carol R. Ottenstein
Peggy Lison in memory of John Ottinger
Anonymous in honor of Mary Pauli
Family of Heather Kohl in memory of Sherrie Peetz
Jelane Caspar in honor of Grace Penna
Joanna Berke in honor of Louise Penny
Anonymous in honor of Nellie C. Perry
Kirk & Maribeth Malnor in memory of Frances Peters
John & Sylvia Pfender in honor of Apollo Leon Micon Pfender
Kelly Sidikman in memory of Hazel Pfister
Roger & Sandra Phelps in memory of Michael J. Phelps
Gail Holmes in memory of Audrey Poole
Anonymous in memory of Eileen Potts Dawson
Barbara Wiesner in memory of Marcia Poull
Patrick Prosser in honor of Bennett P. Prosser
Stewart Macaulay in memory of John Ramsey
Patricia Lucas in memory of Nancy Reynolds
Kathryn Rindy in memory of Marilyn Rindy
Louise Robbins in memory of Orville Robbins
Jeff & Gail Roberts in memory of Claire A. Roberts
Anonymous in honor of William Rock
Linda & Jerry Hancock in honor of Francesca Rodriquez
Elizabeth Tuttle in memory of Steve Roffler
Sarah Ross in honor of Ian Ross
Kristin Churchill & Jaal Ghandhi in honor of Shirley S. Ross
Jean Feraca in honor of Jennifer L. Roth
Michele Besant & Julie Chase in memory of Jane Rowe
Laura Rushmann in honor of Katherine G. Rushmann
In memory of Marguerite L. Saecker
Mary Saecker
Ruth Saecker
David Newman in memory of Annie Schmidt
Leslie Grant in memory of Bernard Schwab
Eric Mischo in honor of Becky Schwei
Paul & Jane McGann in memory of Helen I. Schwerzler
Anonymous in memory of Evelyn Scott
John & Sylvia Pfender in honor of Nava & Ean Scott
Richard & Natalie Sewell in memory of Herbert M. Sewell
Vicki Shaffer & Karen Hoffman in memory of Ruth Shaffer
In memory of Grace D. Shaw
Ariel Y. Ford
Peter & Linda Krug
Dagny Myrah
Marlene Nyman
Anne Siebers in honor of Michael Siebers
Paul Stevens in honor of Mary Silbernagel
Anonymous in honor of Bee Soles
Timothy Koechel in honor of Shirley Speilman
Elizabeth Napper in honor of Sandy Stark
Linda Lewis & Jan Anderson in memory of Louise Stehr Tesch
Anonymous in memory of Margaret Stephenson
Patricia DiBiase in memory of Gerd Stole
Joshua Grimes in honor of Melissa Stream
Sharon Stuessy in memory of John R. Stuessy
William Sumner in memory of Carolyn Sumner
Promega Colleagues in honor of Stephen J. Taft
Ja-Ja Howe in honor of Rachel Templeton
Lisa Hempstead in honor of Ida Thaler
Lorne Hillier & Kathryn Trudell in memory of Kathryn Trudell
In memory of Ruth S. Tsotsis
   Anonymous
   Helena Tsotsis
Marguerite Tully in honor of Patricia Tully
Anonymous in memory of Jordan H. Tyler
Edward Van Gemert in honor of Elizabeth C. Van Gemert
In memory of Terri Vaughn
   Angela & Frank Arlotte
   Janet & Robert Baran
   Peter & Marie Gentele
Jason & Paige Verhelst in memory of John Verhelst
Leslie Shown in honor of Michael Voichick
Patricia Walkington in honor of Bill Walkington
Nancy Spitze & Thomas Tompkin in memory of Gerri Wanserski
Guy Webster in memory of Donna Webster
Jane Smith in honor of Margaret Weinstein
Jennifer Aten-Gawne in honor of Margaret Welke
Kathy Holubar in memory of Arlena J. Wells
Richard Russell in memory of Richard C. West
Katherine Naherny & Roger Ganser in honor of Cheryl R. Weston
In honor of Sharen Wilson
   Lori Arendt
   Kristen Young
James Hartling in memory of Peter & Hilary Wood
Melissa Keyes in memory of Connie Yost
Tim Durfee in honor of Don Zermuehlen
John Ziegler in honor of Françoise Adja Ziegler
Craig Cullum & Helena Campbell in honor of Paul & Ann Zumhagen-Krause